
 
You attract the right things when you have a sense of who you are.  

- Amy Poehler 

shsuWASH.com   {all handouts + resources happen here} 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Week 3 Visual Journal Assignment  {free sketchbook we gave you} 
 
  
 
1. Watch this video: 
http://www.ted.com/talks/stefan_sagmeister_shares_happy_design?language=en - t- 351951 

2. Answer these questions in your Visual Journal. Give them some generous thought and be 
thorough.  

• What role does design play in your happiness?   

• Do you find abstraction & non-representational design alienating or universal? Why? 

• As an artist, do you feel an obligation to spread happiness?   

• Consider your daily environment, routines, and preferences— what overt design 
habits and aesthetics do you notice? What do these say about you as a viewer, 
consumer, and maker?   

3. In your visual journal, generate three 6 x 6 in. hand generated patterns that exemplify 
different emotions. Consider the role that principals and elements (specifically line, color, 
repetition, proportion/scale, emphasis and subordination) play in sentiment. Each box will have 
a black sharpie border (or outline), will be centered on their own page, and may use Sharpie, 
Micron, or other “design pens.” All preliminary pencil should get erased. Grayscale and/or color 
ink may be used. Neatly write the emotion you are sourcing under your design.  

 

Consider these visual resources: (You may need to search "art" after their names...) 

• Julia Rothman, Jonathan Calugi, Jason Rohlf, Kindah Khalidy, Debra Smith, Vicki 
Sher, Ky Anderson, Leah Reena Goren, Brian Belott, William J. O'Brien, Rebecca 
Morris.  

• If you need a push, Google “pattern design”, “textile design” or “surface design” and 
think about what emotions the results make you feel.  
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THIS IS NOT DUE NEXT WEEK. You will be given VJ assignments each week and they will get 
graded during VJ checkpoints. In this case, checkpoint # 2  

Your Visual Journal is your landing zone for ALL THINGS WASH… so please us it!   Handouts, 
lists, notes, sketches & research for all for your projects. Your goal will be to FILL IT UP with 
things that inspire you this semester!  

 

What is DUE NEXT WEEK? {Read handouts...all DEADLINE information time/date is there}  

• Surface P1: Cut It Out Final Solutions, DUE 2/3, 2/4  

• Presentations: phase two 

 

Materials needed ASAP {being prepared = fun}  

18” Cork backed Metal Ruler {1} 
 Modge Podge {gloss or matte finish}   
T-pins {1 package}   
Hot Glue Gun {1} 
Hot Glue sticks {100 pack} 
 Binder Clips {6 small} & {5 medium} 
 Blue Painters Tape {3 rolls} 
 Cutting Mat 12” x 18” {1} 
 Xacto Knife with extra blades {1}   
Strathmore 300 Series-smooth-Bristol Pad 19” x 24” {1 pad; 20 sheets}  
Utility Knife/Box Cutter with extra blades {1}   
Elmer’s Glue {1}   
Glue stick {1} 
 Scissors {1}   
Digital Camera or Camera Phone {1}   
Sandpaper/Sanding Block {2}  
Lots of cardboard 
Tracing Paper Pad 9’ x 12’ {1} 
Newspaper 
 
 
 
Lost? {we know stuff...ask us!!} 

•  Email a process image of your work + we will tell you if you are on the right track  
• Hunt through our WASH fb page for inspiration {sampling}, NOT straight up copying!  
• Contact your table team {stay connected!!!}   

 


